Delivering Health Solutions That Work

MediHerb® was co-founded in 1986 by world-renowned phytotherapist, Professor Kerry Bone. In his words, “Our passion at MediHerb® is to unlock the healing power of plants by combining the time-honored wisdom of traditional knowledge with sound clinical experience and the rigor of scientific research. This quest can only be attained by the total commitment to quality and continuous improvement which permeates every aspect of our endeavors.”

In over 25 years of operation MediHerb® has not only demonstrated an unwavering commitment to quality in herbal products, we have redefined it. We believe our unique approach to quality sets a standard for herbal products that is unsurpassed in the world today.

Kerry Bone and over 20 health care professionals work within MediHerb® while still maintaining their own clinical practices. We know from our experience that the quality of a product you take makes a huge difference to the health outcome you experience. We dedicate ourselves to researching and making the best possible products to deliver you health solutions that work.
Our immune system is never at rest, working 24/7. In the modern world it’s being tested as never before, as we constantly have to defend ourselves from various environmental challenges. Clearly, it’s important to put immune system function at the top of our priority list.

MediHerb® Viranon is formulated to help strengthen and support healthy immune system response. It may also help promote respiratory system health and support vitality.

To help you function better, take Viranon with confidence.*

What is Viranon?
Viranon is a combination of Thuja, Licorice and St John’s Wort.

Thuja leaf comes from a long-lived evergreen cypress tree known as *arbor vitae*, or tree of life. Licorice has been a prized herb throughout recorded history, tracing back to ancient Assyrian, Egyptian, Chinese and Indian cultures. St John’s Wort also has a rich history of traditional use over thousands of years.

Who Needs Viranon?
An effective, active immune system is our body’s frontline defense. Every minute of our lives, maintaining the optimal functioning of this complex and remarkable network is vital.

Adults who are dealing with immune system health challenges may benefit from taking Viranon. This unique formulation may also help to support respiratory system health, and act as a tonic to boost vitality.*

How is MediHerb’s Viranon Unique?
Viranon is manufactured in Australia to the meticulous standards of international pharmaceutical Good Manufacturing Practice.

It is subject to stringent quality criteria, applied to both raw material and finished product. MediHerb’s patented, unique cold percolation method protects the delicate plant constituents, producing the highest quality extracts.*

Compelling Benefits
Viranon is an exclusive combination of Thuja leaf, St John’s Wort and Licorice root. Together, these substances may work to:

- Help maintain and support healthy immune system function, regulation and response
- Help promote the body’s normal resistance function
- Encourage the body’s normal healthy defense system by supporting healthy immune system function*

Ask your health care professional today about MediHerb® Viranon. They will be able to inform you of any cautions to be aware of when taking this product.

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food & Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.